Board-certiﬁed female plastic
surgeons, Drs. Burt and Will,
specialize in cosmetic facial,
body, breast and laser
rejuvenation procedures.

(630) 455-9292 | burtplasticsurgery.com
6860 North Frontage Road, Suite C, Burr Ridge, IL 60527

The dynamic duo now has the
privilege of providing medical
and cosmetic dermatology with
the addition of Mayo-trained
board-certiﬁed dermatologist,
Dr. Tushar Dabade.
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November 10, 2019
National Indo-American Museum
6328 N California Ave
Chicago, Illinois 60659
Greetings!
I am pleased to welcome everyone to the National Indo-American Museum’s 2019 Gala.
The National Indo-American Museum (NAIM) showcases the contributions and histories of IndianAmericans and plays an active role in promoting India’s diverse cultural heritage. Thank you for
hosting a Holi celebration at Navy Pier and sponsoring nonviolence trainings in Chicago Public
Schools through your Gandhi Peace Project. Amid the tunes of our nation’s premier co-ed south
Asian acapella group, Brown Sugar, I hope this event allows NIAM to celebrate your wonderful
accomplishments and plan for an even more successful future.
I also offer my congratulations to Indra Nooyi for her induction into NAIM’s hall of fame. Ms.
Nooyi has made invaluable contributions to our nation’s economic vitality through her service as
PepsiCo’s CEO, as an Amazon board member, and as the director of the Connecticut Economic
Resource Center.
On behalf of the people of Illinois, I offer my best wishes for an enjoyable and memorable
celebration and for continued success.
Sincerely,

From the President…
Welcome to the National Indo-American Museum’s biggest
event of the year, our 2019 Gala!
We are excited and honored to host every one of you on this
special occasion to celebrate two significant milestones: the
presentation of NIAM’s Hall of Fame Award to Padma Bhushan
awardee Indra Nooyi for outstanding Achievement in the Field of
Business, and the gift of a building to NIAM in Lombard by
Umang and Paragi Patel. Both highlights speak to the remarkable progress NIAM
has made over the course of the year towards becoming a national institution.
Named “Outstanding American by Choice” by the U.S. State Department, Ms.
Nooyi exemplifies how a woman born and brought up in India can achieve
business success and accolades in the United States by contributing to the
building of this nation in value-driven, sustainable and socially responsible ways.
One cannot imagine a role model that fits more perfectly with NIAM’s mission
and all that we stand for.
Umang and Paragi Patel, through their generosity and faith in NIAM, have
provided us with a home where we can serve our visitors in the heart of the
Indian American community. We look forward to welcoming you again next year
to celebrate the opening of our first exhibition in Lombard.
As we gather to celebrate the contribution Indian Americans are making to the
great American story, I would like to recognize our Board of Trustees, Donors and
Volunteers whose untiring efforts and dedication have brought us to where we
are today.
Please enjoy the evening, give generously, and believe in NIAM!
With heartfelt thanks to all of you on behalf of NIAM’s Board of Trustees,
….Padma Rangaswamy

OUR THANKS TO OUR GALA 2019 DONORS
$50,000-$99,999
DRS. YAMMANURU AND ARUNA RAMULU

MR.JEFF

$5,000-$9,999
MR. JAI SHEKHAWAT
BANK OF AMERICA MERRILL LYNCH
GUNDRUM, MR. RAJ PATEL, AXA ADVISORS
$2,000-$4,999
SYMPHONY POST ACUTE NETWORK
MR. RUDRA NADHAN

$1,000-$3,999
DRS. MALLIKARJUNA AND SATYAVATHI ANNE
MR. JAGAN ANDD MRS.LUCYNA MOHAN
MR. NAVRATAN GUPTA
STATE BANK OF INDIA
DRS. BHARAT AND RAJ MITTAL
DRS. GOPAL AND SUBHASH POPLI
$50-$999
SEASONS HOSPICE
MR.CHANDER AND MRS.ANNAPURNA BALAKRISHNAN
DRS. RAMESH AND ASHA CHHABLANI
MR. NARAYAN AND MRS. RINA DAS
REENA DESAI
DR. BRAHMA AND MRS. MANJU GUPTA
DRS. PRADEEP AND URMI KALOKE
DR. DEVALINA LAW
DR. PHILIP AND MRS. CLAUDETTE LOBO
DR. ASHISH AND MRS. SONALI MUKHERJEE
JIGNA PATEL
MR. RAMESH AND DR. GITA RUPANI
JEAN REAMER

FOR YOU AND FOR GENERATIONS TO COME…
NIAM, the first and only institution of its kind in the country, conducts programs, collaborates
with other museums, universities and schools, facilitates cross cultural exchanges, develops
web galleries and collects artifacts to preserve Indian American heritage and history.
OUR VISION
•

•
•

NIAM will be the repository of the national Indian American narrative. We will
represent the entire spectrum of the Indian American experience, keeping its stories
alive and relevant, using fresh and innovative ways to engage audiences.
We will change the concept of museums as passive receptacles for the past to one of
museums as active force for the better in their communities.
We will engage generations of visitors of all communities in exploring the rich cultural
heritage, long immigrant history and important contemporary developments that shape
the lives of millions of Americans of Indian origin, and nurture appreciation for the
commonalities that bring together people of all ethnicities.

OUR CORE VALUES
•

INCLUSIVENESS
As keeper and teller of the story of an incredibly diverse Indian
American community, secularity and inclusiveness are in our very DNA and essential to
our operations.

•

COLLABORATION Collaboration, partnership and sharing are key elements that define
us as an umbrella organization.

•

ENGAGEMENT
Community engagement keeps us true to our grass roots origins and
keeps us in touch and responsive to issues, ideas and needs of our key constituencies. It
means developing initiatives by seeking input from diverse sources, it means building
leadership for the future by engaging younger generations, it means serving as a forum
for exploration, discussion and expression.

•

RELEVANCE
Relating aspects of Indian American history and heritage to
contemporary issues and contemporary forms of expression keeps our stories alive and
especially meaningful to younger generations of visitors.
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Padma Rangaswamy, NIAM President
Raja Nadimpalli and Harsh Singh
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Video

The Honorable Raja Krishnamoorthi

In conversation with Lakshmi Menon
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Audience
Q and A
Vote of Thanks

Paddle Raise

Indra Nooyi Brown Sugar
Sujaya Rupani, Chair, NIAM Gala Commi�ee

Hall of Fame Presentation

RajaofNadimpalli
GALA 2019 Master
Ceremonies and Harsh Singh

Ravi Baichwal
theRaja
ABC 7Krishnamoorthi
Weekend News at 5 and 10 PM.
Congressman’s Remarks
The co-anchors
Honorable

Music
Vote of Thanks

He also reports for ABC 7's newscasts. Baichwal joined ABC 7 Chicago
in November
2006.
In 2008 he won the Emmy award for best anchor
Dinner
Service
in the Chicago/Midwest region of the National Academy of Television
Arts and Sciences.
Brown Sugar

Sujaya Rupani, Chair, NIAM Gala Committee

GALA 2019 MUSICAL ENTERTAINMENT

Brown Sugar is the nation's first Bollywood fusion
a cappella group. It was founded in 1999 by two
Northwestern students looking to embrace their
South Asian roots and perform a mix of South
Asian and Western music, ranging from
Bollywood classics and Punjabi pop to American
rock and R&B. The group’s music is a fusion of
songs that pays tribute to both South Asian and Western traditions and captures the
intersectionalities between these cultures. Their fifth and most recent album was released this
year.

Hall of Fame
Indra Nooyi is the 2019 inductee into the National Indo-American Museum Hall of Fame.
NIAM's Hall of Fame honors individuals whose achievements in their
chosen fields exemplify the contributions Indian Americans make to
the greater American story. NIAM is proud to recognize her as an
example of how Indian Americans are shaping this nation even as they
remain true to their roots and cultural heritage.
A consistent presence on listings of the world’s most powerful women,
as CEO, Indra Nooyi spearheaded PepsiCo’s Performance with Purpose,
championing responsible water use, recyclable packaging, reduced
sugar and trans fat content and empowering its associates and people in the communities it
serves while growing its net revenue by more than 80%. She directed the company’s global
strategy for more than a decade and led its restructuring, including the divestiture of its
restaurants into the successful YUM! Brands, Inc., the acquisition of Tropicana and the merger
with Quaker Oats that brought the vital Quaker and Gatorade businesses to PepsiCo, as well as
the largest international acquisition in PepsiCo’s history. Ms. Nooyi joined PepsiCo in 1994 as
Senior Vice President, Strategic Planning.
Mrs. Nooyi began her career in India, where she held product manager positions at Johnson &
Johnson and Mettur Beardsell, Ltd., a textile firm. Her career included working for The Boston
Consulting Group directing international corporate strategy projects, and Motorola, where she
was Vice President and Director of Corporate Strategy and Planning. Currently, Mrs. Nooyi
serves on the boards of Amazon and of Schlumberger Limited, is a member of the International
Advisory Council of Temasek, an independent director of the International Cricket Council and
is a member of the American Academy of Arts & Sciences.
Her many prizes, accolades and honorary degrees over the years include the Government of
India’s 3rd highest civilian honor, the Padma Bhushan. In 2007, she was named an “Outstanding
American by Choice” by the US State Department. She is one of six 2019 Portrait of a Nation
honorees, recognized as for having made an impact on “the multifaceted and ever-changing
narrative of American culture.” She holds a B.S. from Madras Christian College, an M.B.A. from
the Indian Institute of Management in Calcutta, and a Master of Public and Private
Management from Yale University. Mrs. Nooyi is married and has two daughters.

Thanks to NIAM for documenting and
celebrating our community’s impact on
the fabric of American life
S

Sandya Dandamudi

The Lobby at No.9 Walton
HBAGC Platinum Award

WITH GRATITUDE FOR OUR NEW HOME

UMANG AND PARAGI PATEL, BUILDING DONORS

“We challenge each and every one of you to step up as we have done, and contribute to the
National Indo-American Museum, which is dedicated to educating future generations about our
history and heritage.”
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An inviting space, perfect for discussions, film screenings and art exhibits

A gallery display of historically
signifigant objects with which Indian
Americans have helped shape
the culture of the city.

UMANG AND PARAGI PATEL CENTER
NATIONAL INDO-AMERICAN MUSEUM

815 S. MAIN STREET, LOMBARD, ILLINOIS 60148
The National Indo-American Museum now has a home! NIAM supporters, Umang and Paragi Patel have
generously donated an 8,000 square foot facility near downtown Lombard, easily accessible from major
highways and by the Metra. NIAM is grateful to the Patel family whose support will help us continue to
share the rich cultural heritage, long immigrant history and important contemporary developments that
shape the lives of millions of Americans of Indian origin.
We invite you to make history: Transform our first brick and mortar space into the nation’s first home for
the Indian American experience. Help create a destination where, for generations to come, visitors will
explore and understand the significance of the Indian American story, and celebrate the community’s
heritage and contributions to building the nation.
Please choose from the naming opportunities below and join this historic effort.
Audio Visual Room (5)

$200,000

Gift Shop (3)

$100,000

The largest single space in the building, the AV room is available as a single or group sponsorhip opportunity.
Located in the front of the building, it is an inviting area for group activities such as discussions, film screenings,
educational presentations and other programs.

The Gift Shop is located at the entrance of the museum. A welcoming, appealing browsing space stocked with
culturally-related items, it will also serve as ticket desk, information booth, and pay station for museum guests
who purchase small souvenirs.
The Galleries are the heart of the museum experience, with art and cultural exhibits and interactive displays to
engage museum guests in exploring the full diversity of Indian American lives from early seamen and Civil War
soldiers from India, to farmers, later era professionals, franchise workers, corporate leaders, and subsequent
American-born generations,

Three Large Galleries

(6)

$75,000 per gallery

Two are located along the north wall of the museum and one is located along the south wall.

Two Medium Galleries (7)

$50,000 per gallery

Two are located along the south wall of the museum and one is located along the north wall.

Front Office

(2)

$50,000

Located near the Gift Shop, the office will serve as a dedicated space for NIAM’s staff to manage, maintain, and
support all museum activities.

For more information and to make your sponsorship commitment, please contact:
Simrit Patel, Director of Development, (simrit@niam.org).
National Indo-American Museum • 6328 N. California Avenue, Chicago, IL 60659 • www.niam.org

NATIONAL INDO-AMERICAN MUSEUM PROGRAMS

Ethnic Dialogue

Our longest running program. Each year, hundreds of school
and university students, and adult groups engage with first voice
presenters to learn about the community, and explore
common ground shared by Americans of all ethnicities.

Oral Histories

The community’s elders
share their memories so that
their stories, told in their own
voices. are preserved for
futre generations.

Cricket Mela A free, family fun
day with food, kite flying and our
heritage sport.

Sacred Sites Tours Interacting
with worshippers at area houses
of worship increases understanding
of how the diverse faiths in the community
enrich the religous landscape of the country

Taste of India Food walk journeys.

Samplings of regional foods
shed light on the diversity of the
Indian American community.

Please Support the National Indo-American Museum’s
GANDHI PEACE PROGRAM!
If we meet our fundraising goals tonight, we can take the program to more
Chicago schools who desperately need our curriculum and expand to the suburbs as well!
The U.S. is experiencing a higher incidence of bullying and violence in schools and it has created
concern in students, parents, teachers and our communities. The Gandhi Peace Program
was developed to leverage Gandhi’s teachings of peace and non-violence in the classroom.
The program is being delivered in Chicago schools now for Grades 2-5. It shares his incredible story,
his connection to inspirational leaders including Martin Luther King Jr. and Nelson Mandela
and includes a meditative session for students to learn the power of the practice
to create a calm and peaceful mind.

THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES

NATIONAL INDO-AMERICAN MUSEUM
SALUTES

DOROTHIE SHAH
Our First President and
Visionary Founding Member
Whose Unflagging Dedication and Generous Spirit
Inspires Us All
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The NIAM story
What’s new at NIAM…
What’s in a name?
It’s been almost a year since we changed our name and became the National
Indo-American Museum or NIAM. And what a year it has been! A year of
reinventing ourselves and reimagining our identity. Of reworking our mission
statement, rebranding and recreating a visual identity to strengthen our position
as the national repository of the Indian American story. The result is the creation
of a new logo, steeped in Indian tradition but still powerful enough in its universal
symbolism of connectivity to represent NIAM’s unique brand of storytelling and
inclusion.
The driving force behind this entire exercise has been the energy of our younger
Board members whose fresh perspectives come accompanied by the wherewithal
to implement new ideas and new initiatives. Their professionalism, including
Sanjiv Gajiwala’s marketing acumen, Rohit Srivastava’s tech skills, Deven Kane’s
and Shilpi Upadhyaya’s legal expertise, Sona Jones’ rebranding initiative and
communication skills, Aarathi Singh’s programming and fundraising initiatives,
and the contributions of Gala Committee members Beverly Furtado and Sonal
Gupta have steered us through an exciting period of growth, to bring us closer to
our ambitious national goals.
And what lies ahead…
A place to call home
At the The Umang and Paragi Patel Center we will create a community center that
will serve as a model for sharing and connecting the community’s story in Indian
American museums across America. We will showcase several past travelling
NIAM exhibits as well as talks and events to bring this story to life. We will be
sharing stories including the development of the community from Devon Avenue,
contributions by Indian American entrepreneurs in the technology, national
hospitality and restaurant franchise industries. We will take exhibitions from
Lombard around the country and bring new ideas to life – stimulating discussion
and curation of the Indian American experience around the nation.
Join the Journey…
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"The best way to find yourself is to lose yourself in the service of others....."
From The Gala Committee Chair...
Planning for 2019 Gala began almost a year ago and now has come to
fruition.
Each of my Committee members have brought their best to the table to
make this event a success.
Raja Nadimpalli, a master in fund raising.
Sonal Gupta, in charge of the silent auction and partnered with me since
the start. Kudos to Beverly Furtado and Madhoolica Dear for their
creative expertise in social media, constant contact emails and marketing efforts.
Tasneem Osmani for handling our financials.
Kanwal Ghaey for doing our contracts.
Aarathi Singh helped in our fund raising efforts.
Amita Banerji for overseeing our marketing needs.
Padma Rangaswamy and Lakshmi Menon for lending their leadership roles and overseeing the
souvenir book.
Simrit Patel, the dynamic Development Director for handling event combo, handbid
and leading us to the digital world.
Jitesh Jaggi, our ever helping, pleasant museum manager, in charge of the registration process.
Nisar Naimi, our events partner who steps in consistently and makes sure we have a
smooth transition at the Gala.

I remain ever so grateful to this Committee and was a pleasure working with all.

Sincerely,
Dr. Sujaya Rupani.

BEST WISHES TO THE NATIONAL INDO-AMERICAN MUSEUM

1620 75th Street, Downers Grove. IL 60516
https://www.ashyanabanquets.com/contact/

(630) 964-7090

Diversity . Respect . Service

Helping to Build Your Future
Helping to Build Your Future
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DEVON BANK
IS YOUR LOCAL BANK.
MAKE A QUICK TRIP
TO A BRANCH
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DO YOUR BANKING ONLINE
DevonBank.com

YOUR CHOICE.

Member FDIC. Equal Housing Lender.

Sunita Malhotra
Financial Advisor
AR Insurance License Number 333372
CA Insurance License Number 0C37341
The Prudential Insurance
Company of America
1901 Butterfield Rd
Downers Grove, IL 60515
Office Phone 630-442-6871
Cell Phone 312-590-9091
Sunita.Malhotra@Prudential.com
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The Rock® is the
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contractual obligations. Prudential, the Prudential logo, the Rock symbol and Bring Your Challenges are service
marks of Prudential Financial, Inc., and its related entities, registered in many jurisdictions worldwide.
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In honor of Dr. Prem Rupani,
As our esteemed medical
director, he works tirelessly
on behalf of our residents.
Thank You Doctor!
With gratitude,
The Aperion Care Family

OUR SPECIAL THANKS TO OUR
ADVISORY COUNCIL
Hardik Bha�

Sunny Fischer

Steve Bynum

Umang Patel

Sandya Dandamudi

Jai Shekhawat

FUNDERS

VOLUNTEERS

AND

…and so many more whose untiring eﬀorts have brought us to this day.

THANKS OUR GALA

2019 SILENT AUCTION DONORS

AMITA BANERJI
BEVERLY FURTADO & SANJEEV KUMAR
SANJIV GAJIWALA
SONAL & VIVEK GUPTA
RAMESH AND JOYCE MEHRA
DR. RAJA NADIMPALLI
ROHIT SRIVASTAVA
DR. SUJAYA RUPANI
ANUPY SINGLA
SHILPI UPADHYAYA
DR. SUDESH VOHRA
ALEXIS RAGO-MARKETING MANA LLC

BURT

THE ART INSTITUTE OF CHICAGO
BOLLYWOOD GROOVE
& WILL PLASTIC SURGERY AND DERMATOLOGY
THE CHICAGO BLACKHAWKS
THE CHICAGO CUBS
CHICAGO HISTORY MUSEUM
CHICAGO SINFONIETTA

THE COCOA EXCHANGE - BARB HOLLOCK

FIELD MUSEUM – ALAKA WALI

GRACEANN STAGING REDESIGN GROUP

NORTHLIGHT THEATRE
PRO GEMS
SANDERS FINE PORTRAITS
SILK ROAD RISING
TIFFIN THE INDIAN KITCHEN
RANJANA’S INDIAN COOKING CLASSES – RANJANA BHARGAVA
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Trusted.Planning.
PHYSICIANS / BUSINESS OWNERS / CORPORATE EXECUTIVES
Wealth Planning Network is the trusted wealth manager throughout the
Chicagoland area for physicians, business owners, and corporate executives.
Through a combination of personalized attention, industry expertise, and the latest
technology, we are able to provide our clients with a complete wealth management
solution. We specialize in asset protection, estate and income tax minimization,
investment management, and advanced life insurance management.

FREE CONSULTATION
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